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EVENTS
Feb 2 (Sunday)
Come by and try

STRAIN TALK

RECIPE OF THE MONTH

Hash Train

Cherry Chocolate
CannaKisses

OrganiCann's
Stoner Bowl Special!

Indica/Sativa
THC: 18.5% CBD: 0.4%

Feb 6 (Thursday)
Sonoma ASA Meeting
5:00pm-7:00pm
99 Sixth Street @ Wilson
in Railroad Square
Santa Rosa, CA

Hash Train
grows on bushy
plants in dense,
light green buds
that smell of
fresh mint, with
smoke that
THC: 18.5% CBD: 0.4%
tastes like sweet
flowers. It is a
rare cross of
Trainwreck and Hashplant, which really produces
a strain unto itself, with very individual flavors
and effects. The body effect is strong and
relaxing, yet the head effects are equally potent.
After inhaling Hash Train, patients are likely to
find themselves increasingly spacey, with an
interest in creative pursuits, but probably not
completing chores. Due to its all-encompassing
mental and physical effects, and lovely flavor,
this strain is bound to be a favorite to many.

Feb 8-9 (Saturday – Sunday)

High Times Cannabis Cup LA

NOS Event Center Los Angeles
cannabiscup.com/los-angeles
for info and tickets.
Feb 13 (Thursday)

SMJ Maven
Recruitment Event

5:30pm-6:50pm
301 East Todd Rd. Santa Rosa, CA
email:
mavensreception@gmail.com
for more info.
Feb 14 (Friday)

Valentine’s Day

Feb 15 (Saturday)

EDIBLE OF THE MONTH

HARVEST MARKET

$8

(3- 4 doses)

12-4pm
See back for more details.
Daily Discounts:
TUES./THURS./SUN.
Senior Citizens & Veterans Discount

10% OFF Entire Purchase
EDIBLE WEDNESDAYS
All $8 Edibles are 2 for $12
All $10 edibles are $8
EVERY FRIDAY
Students with Current Student ID
10% OFF Entire Purchase
EVERY SUNDAY
Bring Coupon Receipts In For
10% OFF Any One Item
Hours:
Mon.–Fri., 10am–7pm
Sat.–Sun., 10am–6pm

Red
Velvet
Loaf Cake
A delicious and luxurious treat to share with your
sweetie for the holiday!

OrganiCann Premium
Medical Cannabis
can be found at the
following locations:

Ingredients:
1 cup Suspiciously Delicious CannaButter,
(softened and cool)
1 cup confectioner’s sugar
1/8 tsp salt
2 tsp Maraschino cherry liquid
¼ tsp almond extract
2 ¼ cups all-purpose flour
½ cup Maraschino cherries, chopped
Granulated sugar, to sprinkle on cookies
One chocolate kiss for each cookie, (unwrapped)
Directions:
Preheat oven to 325°F. In a large bowl, cream
CannaButter for approximately 1 minute. Next,
add in the powdered sugar and salt gradually, as
you beat them into the creamed butter. Add the
cherry juice and almond extract. Combine.
Slowly add flour, mixing thoroughly. Gently stir
in the cherries. Shape dough into balls 1 inch in
diameter, placing them 2 inches apart on your
greased baking sheet. Use your thumb to gently
press each cookie’s center until the cookie is
about ½ inch thick. Sprinkle each cookie with
sugar. Bake cookies for about 14 minutes, or until
the bottoms are golden-brown. Remove from
oven and immediately press a chocolate kiss into
the center of each cookie. Cool completely
before serving this sweet treat to your Valentine!
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It’s Back…

Tip of the Month/Know The Law

President Declares

CANNABIS
Less Harmful than

ALCOHOL

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 15th • 12pm-4pm

SAMPLE THE LOCAL HARVEST
$5 PER SAMPLE • 6 SAMPLES FOR $25

We want you to be a Harvest Market Vendor!
Sign up in our A.G.E. Cultivation section.

CELEBRATION
SATURDAY & SUNDAY, APRIL 19 & 20, 2014
HARVEST MARKET MUSIC GIVEAWAYS
CONTESTS FOOD SPECIALS AND MORE!

All over the United States of America,
Americans are changing their attitude about
cannabis use. Numerous states are discussing implementing medical marijuana regulations and even legalizing in the very near
future. Popular culture seems to be, for the
most part, portraying cannabis as a more
acceptable medicine and social relaxant than
in past eras. Positive representations of
responsible cannabis use are popping up all
over our favorite TV shows and in movies.
For the majority, public opinion seems to be
following. Although not everyone supports
cannabis, even President Barack Obama
seems to feel comfortable supporting the
pro-cannabis laws at the state level. At the
end of last month, Obama stated while on
record with The New Yorker: “I don't think it
is more dangerous than alcohol,” and
classified penalties for cannabis possession as
“unduly harsh.” These declarations are an
important piece of the puzzle for lifting
cannabis prohibition. Hopefully, they
foreshadow more positive legislation.
Visit norml.org for details.

facebook.com/organicann
@organicann1

TM

FEBRUARY CULTIVATING TIP

Outgrow the Crowd
February is often considered a downtime by outdoor cultivators, but this is actually the ideal time
to prepare your mother plants for cloning. Aggressive topping and trimming will make your
plants sprout new growth in all directions, which is very desirable when you are about to take
cuttings off of them. Also, it’s a great time to transplant them into their final size pots, large
enough for roots to have plenty of room to stretch. If you plan on having an extra large outdoor
crop this year, consider adapting your babies to the outdoors early. Plants that will be going
outdoors should be introduced to dappled sunlight for a couple of hours each day. This process
can begin at the end of this month, providing the weather cooperates.

@organicann
pinterest.com/organicann

organicann.com

“Sometimes the heart sees what is invisible to the eye” ~ H. Jackson Brown, Jr.
OrganiCann Premium
Medical Cannabis
can be found at the
following locations:
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